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WHY?
“U.S. Potatoes Make Perfect American Fries”
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The Highest Quality Premium Potatoes

The high quality of American Frozen Potatoes start
in the fields, where our growers’ experience
combines with rich soil and ideal temperatures.
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Always Delicious!

Potatoes used in American processing meet
rigorous standards for high solids content and low
sugar levels that ensure quality appearance, taste
and texture.
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More Products, More Varieties

Straight-cut fries are only the start. From curly and
basket-weave cuts to hash browns, tater drums and
more, there’s a shape, size and style of American
Frozen Potato that’s perfect for you.
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Trusted and Verified

Every American Potato processor meets the
stringent safety requirements of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
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For more information about Potatoes USA, please contact
PotatoesUSA@pangsapa.com or www.PotatoesUSA-Thailand.com
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AMERICAN FRIES
A Medley of Textures and Tastes
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01 American Frozen Potato Basket Weave Cuts
02 American Frozen Potato Crinkle Cuts
03 American Frozen Potato Straight Cuts
04 American Frozen Potato Shoestrings
05 American Frozen Potato Hash Brown Patties
06 American Frozen Potato Wedges
07 American Frozen Mashed Potato Balls
08 American Frozen Potato Smiley
09 American Frozen Potato Tatar Tots
10 American Frozen Potato Steak Cuts
11 American Frozen Potato Skins
12 American Frozen Potato Curly Cuts
13 American Frozen Potato Hash Brown Round

01
Fries with Bacon &
Creamy Truffle Oil Sauce
Curly Fries are
frozen fries with a
twist (literally). As
an added bonus,
they have an
extended holding
time, making them
ideal for home delivery. Wedge Fries,
on the other hand,
are cut thicker and
offer more potato
taste per bite.

Featherstone Bistro Café
Walking into Featherstone Bistro can feel
like stepping into a fantasy land thanks
to its eclectic decor, classic European
building and leafy surroundings. Here, they
serve some of Bangkok’s most decadent
and approachable Western comfort food.

Ingredients

Instructions

• 100g American Frozen Potato Wedges
• 100g American Frozen Potato Curly Cuts
(Skin-on)
• Pinch of salt
• 1 tbsp. Butter
• 50g Cheddar cheese
• 50ml milk
• 50ml Whipping cream
• 1 tsp. Chopped onion
• 1 tsp. Yellow mustard
• Truffle oil
• Bacon bits

1. Melt butter in a pan on medium heat until
golden brown.
2. Pour in milk and whipping cream and stir gently.
3. Add cheddar cheese and cook until it begins to melt.
4. Add mustard to mixture and continue to stir,
slowly adding truffle oil.
5. Heat frying pot to 177°C.
6. Once hot, add frozen potatoes and fry until they
float and become golden brown.
7. Place fries in bowl and pour truffle oil sauce on top.
Garnish with bacon bits.
8. Serve.

Charnchai Kaenjampa
“We wanted to try something different with these
bacon and creamy truffle fries. The dish needed to be
rustic and homey, so we added some bacon to punctuate the flavor. It all works wonders with the crispy,
golden brown American fries.”
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Potato Fries with
Spicy Aioli Dip
American Potatoes
=
Longer Fries
The size of American
Russet Potatoes
creates longerlength
Shoestring Fries
that have a fluffy
and delicious taste!

25 Degrees
Bangkok is the only place outside of
America where you can find a 25 Degrees
restaurant. With its hefty selection of burgers,
sandwiches and, of course, American fries,
the venue offers classic US diner appeal in a
more sophisticated setting.

Ingredients

Instructions

• American Potato Shoestrings
(as many as you like)
• 450g Mayonnaise
• 50g Garlic
• 10g Fresh squeezed lemon juice
• 15g Dijon mustard
• 15g Paprika powder
• 15g Chili powder
• 30g Tabasco
• 5g Salt
• 5g Pepper

1. Pre-heat vegetable oil in a pot to 177°C.
2. Place frozen potato shoestrings (approx. 130g per
portion needed) into a fryer basket and fry for
3-4 minutes until golden and crispy.
3. Shake out excess oil and place in bowl.
4. Mix the remaining ingredients together to create the
spicy aioli and serve.

Waisisd Kruewan
“The sweet potatoes from the USA are perfect for frying. They come out tender on the inside but crispy on
the outside and deliver that deep, natural flavor we are
looking for.”
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Salt & Chilli Fries with
Anchovy Mayonnaise
The greater surface
area of Crinkle Cut
Fries create fries
with crispier texture.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Soak American frozen crinkle cut fries in cool water
for 30 minutes, pat dry.
2. Slowly mix tempura flour with water until it forms a
batter-like consistency.
3. Coat the potatoes evenly in the tempura mixture
4. Deep fry in vegetable oil at 177°C until golden
brown and crispy.
5. Stir fry the garlic and cayenne peppers in a hot pan.
6. Season with salt place in bowl.
7. Mix mayonnaise with anchovies in bowl and add a
few drops of Tabasco
8. Season with ground black pepper and top with
sliced spring onions

American Frozen Crinkle Cut fries
Tempura flour
Sliced cayenne peppers
Finely chopped garlic
Mayonnaise
Anchovies
Spring onion
Tabasco sauce
Coarse ground black pepper

SNP Headquarter
This hipster spin-off of the nationally
beloved S&P chain serves up Thai comfort
food in a trendy, photogenic setting. The
multi-floor space sits on the ground level
of S&P’s headquarters, hence its name.

“We wanted to combine everyone’s favorite comfort
food with Thai flavors. These straight cut American fries
have the perfect amount of crunch, and the anchovies
and sauce give it some extra punch.”
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The Three
Musketeers
Replacing carbheavy burger buns
with delicious
Basket Weave Cut
Fries adds an extraordinary crispiness and welcome
taste of potatoes.
The distinctive
appearance it
creates on the plate
warrants a spot
in contemporary
cuisine.

Jim’s Burgers & Beers
After opening in 2014, Jim’s has become
one of Bangkok’s go-to locations among
hip Ari locals looking for premium burgers
and authentic American flavors–it’s also
one of the city’s favourite craft beer haunts.

Ingredients

Instructions

• 6 pieces of
American Frozen Potato Basket Weave Cuts
• 100g chuck roll beef
• 100g striploin
• 10g wagyu fat
• 3 pieces of lettuce
• 3 slices of tomato
• 3 slices of American cheddar cheese
• A pinch of salt and pepper
• Butter

1. Mix chuck role, striploin and wagyu fat into a
bowl and form into patties.
2. Grill the patties on high heat (brush both sides
with butter).
3. Fry six pieces of frozen potato basket weave
cuts in vegetable oil at 177°C.
4. Place patties, tomato, cheese and lettuce in
between basket weave cut fries (like a buger)
and serve.

Sugrid “Kai” Pongkampund
“Here, we try to use the very best products possible–
that’s why we choose American potatoes. The shape
and quality is perfect for this recipe. Try it yourself!”
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Sweet Pista
Fries
Crinkle Cut Fries
exceed USDA standards for extra long
fries, and they pack
a lot of delicious
potato flavor into
ridged or wavy cuts
for unique textures.

Sweet Pista
While Sweet Pista is famous city-wide
for its fantastic desserts, it’s also gained
renown for its full-on, crowd-pleasing
hearty American classics, like burgers,
cheesesteaks and chicken waffles, served
up among minimalist, neutral-toned decor.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•

1. Coat the frozen crinkle cuts in a thin layer of flour
and fry them in a hot skillet with oil until crispy.
2. Add butter and anchovies, stirring slowly with
potatoes until everything is nicely coated.
3. Place in a bowl and toss with parmesan cheese.
4. Serve.

150g American Frozen Potato Crinkle Cuts
Tempura flour
Chopped anchovies
1.5 tbsp. Parmesan cheese
1 tbsp. Butter

Thammawat “Donge” Arthachinta
“We love the Crinkle Cut fries from America because they
have a better taste and texture–crispy inside and out.
We chose anchovies and parmesan because they are not
common with fries and add a lot of umami taste.”
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Chips & Cheese
Who doesn’t love
Crinkle Cut Fries?
The distinctive
cut of these fries
makes make them
an excellent choice
to pair with creative
dipping sauces and
toppings.

Toby’s
With a strict commitment to high-quality
ingredients and homestyle comfort food,
Toby’s combination of perfectly roasted
coffee and stunning brunch creations
made it an instant hit when it opened in
2015–and it still packs out to this day.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Heat fryer to 177°C.
2. Fry frozen potato crinkle cuts until golden brown
and crispy.
3. Put cheese mix in frying pan over medium heat
and stir until melted.
4. Arrange fries on a plate, and sprinkle with salt,
pepper and chili powder to taste.
5. Pour the melted cheese mixture on top to desired
level and sprinkle with chopped bacon and onion.
6. Serve.

150g American Frozen Potato Crinkle Cuts
1/2 Cup of mixed cheese (grated)
Chili powder
Pepper
Salt
1 tsp. Spring onion (chopped)
2.5 tbsp. Bacon (chopped)

Chanop Buranatrakul
“American fries are known across the world for their
quality and flavor. To this end, the inspiration behind
this was my travels to New York and Sydney. Just like
those places, this dish is heavy, and packed with varying textures and tastes.”
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Cheesy Curly
Fries
The unique shape of
Curly Fries makes
them extremely
popular among
diners, and the
addition of coated
flavors elevates
these cuts to ultimate levels!

Mad Moa
Serving up what it calls “twisted bar
food”, Mad Moa is known Bangkok-wide
for its fresh touches on classic comfort
food and full-flavored pub grub. It’s tiny
old shop-house refurbished in a Polynesian-meets-Navajo style is impossible to
miss along Chakrabongse Road.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Deep fry frozen potato curly cuts in pot with palm
oil heated to 177°C until golden brown.
2. Prepare instant gravy in saucepan, adding pepper
and rosemary once boiling.
3. Melt butter in a new saucepan on medium heat
4. Add cheese and stir, slowly adding milk.
5. Cook on low heat until milk is reduced, creating a
thick, creamy texture – add white flour if sauce is
too thin.
6. Place fries on a plate, pour gravy then cheese
mixture on top to taste.
7. Serve.

American Frozen Potato Curly Cuts
Paprika
Powdered chicken gravy
Black pepper
Rosemary
Mozzarella
1 tbsp. butter
Milk
White flour

Pavee Bhayungvej
“This is our take on the classic Canadian poutine. We
love using American spiral fries here because of the
crispy outside texture and tender inside when cooked
properly. Add some aged mozzarella for extra depth.”
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Salmon
Croquette
Who says you can’t
experience mashed
potatoes and fries
at the same time?
Try these Mashed
Potato Balls and
you will notice the
distinctive taste
from both fries and
mashed potatoes.

Cielo Sky Bar
Cielo is known among Bangkok’s nightlife crowd as one of the few reasonably
priced sky bars in town, but its kitchen
team more than keeps up with its pricier
competitors thanks to a comforting mix of
barbecued meats, pasta and fries.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Fill a frying pot with oil and heat to 177°C
2. Cook frozen mashed potato balls until
golden brown.
3. Carefully poke a hole inside.
4. Put chili paste in a plastic bag, cutting one
corner off to create a piping bag.
5. Fill the mashed potato balls with chili paste.
6. (optional) Torch salmon on top
7. Place four mashed potato balls in a line on
your plate and layer salmon on top.
8. Pour some chili sauce on salmon, topping
with kombu seaweed and pickled garlic.
9. Top each piece with a dash of salmon roe
and garnish with microgreens.
10. Serve.

4 pieces American Frozen Mashed Potato Balls
4 slices cured salmon
8g pickled kombu seaweed
8g pickled garlic
10g salmon roe
50g Thai chili paste
Handful of microgreens

Surakit Khemkaew
“We love these oval American fries because of their
consistent size and shape, which means I always know
how the dish is going to turn out. We also add some
Thai flavors to the mix to really elevate the dish to the
next level.”
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Taco Fries
Straight Cut Fries
are available with a
variety of coating
and seasoning
options that
enhance the flavour
and increase holding times.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Put beef on hot skillet or grill until cooked
through.
2. Fry frozen potato straight cuts in another
skillet until crispy and brown, season with
salt and pepper.
3. Pile straight cut fries on a plate.
4. Add one layer of beef, then a layer of Jack
cheese.
5. Repeat, this time using a layer of sharp cheddar.
6. Add dollops of salsa and sour cream.
7. Serve.

200g American Frozen Potato Straight Cuts
1/2 Cup grated sharp cheddar cheese
1/2 Cup grated Jack cheese
Diced beef
Salsa sauce
Guacamole
Sour cream
Salt & pepper

Daniel Thaiger
The company that started Bangkok’s burger
truck trend has since spread over three branches
(Sukhumvit Soi 11 and The Commons Thonglor in
addition to the food truck), and holds a massive
fanbase among Bangkok’s expat community for its
delicious take on American classics.

“We wanted to create something that our guests would
enjoy sharing on our Taco Tuesday Night. The quality of
these fries are excellent compared to others we’ve had–
great texture and taste on the palate.”
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Canadian
Poutine
To get maximum
length and real
potato taste out of
Straight Cut Fries,
try to use only
American Frozen
Extra Long or Extra
Long Fancy fries.

Hair of the Dog
With two locations across Bangkok, Hair
of the Dog is known as one of the city’s
favourite craft beer drinking dens, serving
up Beer-friendly American favorites, made
from gourmet ingredients but coming with
fast food-like grab-and-go packaging.

Ingredients

Instructions

• 350g American Frozen Potato Straight Cuts
• 150g Canadian poutine gravy
(packaged gravy is fine for home use)
• 30g Cheese curds (break into small pieces)
• 5-6 Deli-sliced jalapeño
• peppers
• Salt and pepper to taste
• Parsley (chopped)

1. Heat frying pot with oil to 177°C.
2. Heat gravy is saucepan until boiling and
set aside.
3. Fry frozen potato straight cuts until
golden brown.
4. Place fries in mixing bowl and season with
salt and pepper.
5. Place on serving plate and top with cheese
and peppers.
6. Pour gravy on top and garnish with parsley.
7. Serve.

Saengdao “Dao” MacDonald
“I’m surrounded by a lot of Canadian and American
customers, and I’ve tried lots of poutine during my trips
to Canada. We like the Idaho potatoes from Weston best
because of their heat retention, uniform size and golden
appearance.”
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Uni US
Potato Tart
American Crinkle
Cut Fries don’t just
add exciting textures
to your dishes, they
also do a great job
of holding ingredients in place when
you want to add
tasty elements to
your ensemble.

Sea Truffles
This high-end addition to Opus Thonglor made
waves when it first opened thanks to its unicentric menu. Don’t be intimidated, though, the
food and atmosphere is very down-to-earth and
approachable–despite the fancy ingredients.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Combine koki powder, seaweed and egg to make a
pancake shape and place American Frozen Crinkle
Cut Fries on top.
2. Place olive oil, tomato pasta sauce and uni butter in
a hot pan until simmering.
3. Add sea urchin, Himalayan salt and black pepper
to taste.
4. Dress the Crinkle Cut Fries with fresh tomatoes and
sliced pickles.
5. Top with the sauce and sea urchin mixture.
6. Serve with side of chili and lemon.

80g American Frozen Crinkle Cut Fries
30g Sea urchin
1 Egg
0.5g Seaweed
20g Pasta sauce
0.5g Himalayan salt
0.5g Black pepper
5g Fresh Tomato
5g Sliced pickles
5g Olive oil
5g Uni butter
30g Koki Poder
1-3 chopped fresh chili (to taste)
1 lemon

Duangrouethai Promcheeree
“In our opinion, American fries are the best products to
play around with and create new potato dishes. People
might not think to serve them up with cold food like sea
urchin, but the textures and flavors complement each
other so well.”
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Bulgogi Kimchi
Fries
Every potato used
in U.S. processing
meets rigorous
standards for high
solids and low
sugar to ensure
an appealing
appearance, taste
and texture. This
means American
Straight Cut Fries
are superior for
use in professional
kitchens.

Hopeland
This Asian-fusion restaurant in 72
Courtyard mixes traditional comfort food
with classic Korean flair. What makes
it unique? Video game machines (with
Pacman, Space Invaders and Tetris) built
into the dining tables.

Ingredients

Instructions

• 300g American Frozen Potato Straight Cuts
• 60g Thinly sliced beef
• 2g Ssamjang (fermented Korean
bean paste)
• 30g Mayonnaise
• 15g Chopped Kimchi
• 3g Kimchi juice
• 0.5g Lemon juice
• 1g Bonito flakes
• 25g scallions

1. Cook the frozen potato straight cuts in oil at 177°C for
3 minutes or until golden and crispy.
2. While the frozen potatoes are cooking, heat up a
medium-size sauté pan on high heat. Once the pan
is hot, add the beef and stir until it cooked through.
3. In a bowl, mix the mayonnaise with the kimchi juice,
lemon juice and chopped kimchi – add a pinch of salt.
4. Once the straight cut fries are finished, drain from the
oil and then toss into a mixing bowl with the beef and
the remaining ingredients (reserve a small amount of
bonito flakes and scallions for garnish).
5. Toss well to make sure that the straight cut fries are well
seasoned, then pour them onto a plate and top with
the kimchi mayonnaise as well as the remaining bonito
flakes and scallions.

Zach Watkins
“A lot of people love American fries. They have the right
amount of starchiness and sweetness, which is perfect
for a dish like this.”
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Shuffle
Cheese Fries
Mixing American
Frozen Potato
Wedges (skin-on),
Frozen Potato
Straight Cuts and
Frozen Potato Basket Weave Cuts is a
great way to create
interesting textures
in your fries dishes.
Don’t be afraid to
play around a bit in
the kitchen.

EST 33
Following what it calls “Brewtique
Cuisine”, Est. 33 has made a commitment
to combining beer with classic comfort
food. While its dishes might look Western
at first glance, there are homegrown Asian
influences throughout.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Cook potatoes in oil at 177°C for 3-5 minutes.
2. While waiting for potatoes to cook, make
your dip.
3. Mix 2 tablespoons of mayo with 1 teaspoon
garlic and 1 teaspoon of truffle oil, adding
lemon juice at the end to remove the
greasy finish.
4. Remove the fries from the oil and place in
a baking tray.
5. Top potatoes with desired amount of
cheese and bake at 180°C for 2-3 minutes.
6. Place in a bowl, season with salt and
pepper and serve.

70g American Frozen Potato Wedges (skin-on)
70g American Frozen Potato Straight Cuts
70g American Frozen Potato Basket Weave Cuts
30g Mayonnaise
1 Tsp. pureed garlic
1 Tbsp. truffle oil
Salt
Pepper
Lemon
Cheddar Cheese

Saromwet Thirapochna
“American fries have a richer flavor and texture than others, which makes them perfect for this truffle fries dish.
They don’t absorb a lot of grease, which means you can
add ingredients without the dish becoming too heavy.”
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Fries Fun Fin
American Straight
Cut Fries are the
most beloved
style of fries in the
world. They are
perfect with everything from basic
seasoning in a bowl
to more elaborate
dishes like these
cheesy fries.

Teddy’s
Inspired by the original branch in
Hawaii, this American restaurant shares
the pleasures of authentic, rustic cuisine
from across the pond with local Thais. If
you want a real taste of the States, this is a
good place to start.

Ingredients

Instructions

•
•
•
•

1. Keep fries in freezer at -21°C.
2. Preheat palm oil to 177°C.
3. Remove straight cut fries from freezer and
immediately place in hot cooking oil.
4. Cook until golden brown.
5. Serve in bowl, add your Teddy’s flavor powder
of choice.

180g American straight-cut fries
Palm oil
Teddy’s original 4 flvoring
powders (cheese, paprika, 		
BBQ and sour cream).

Pattanapong “Aek” Ornattanachai
“The excellent texture and generous size of American fries
work well with our restaurant’s theme, but it’s the rich
flavor that we like the most. We try to keep things simple
with just a few spices added after the frying process.”
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HOW TO COOK
THE PERFECT
AMERICAN FRIES

1. Deep Frying

2. Pan Frying

3. Wok Frying

4. Oil Temperature

The best way to fry American potatoes
is to use a deep fryer. Deep fryers allow
you to cook a bigger batch at once with
more accurate control over temperature. They also contain the correct volume of oil.

Woks are the most popular tool used
to fry ingredients in Asian kitchens, and
they work well with American fries too.
Wok’s have a deep base and sit on top
of powerful burners, which is excellent
for frying potatoes. However, oil temperature is harder to control and must
be carefully monitored.

1

2

3

4

Using a pan to cook American potatoes
is a great way to prepare smaller batches. With smaller portions, fries can be
cooked freshly, which ensures the best
levels of crispiness. However, please use
caution when using large amounts of
hot oil in a shallow pan. Safety must be
paramount.

It is highly recommended to use a
thermometer to check oil temperature
before frying begins. The ideal temperature to fry American potatoes is
177°C (350°F) up to 190°C (374°F) depending on the type of cut. Most kinds
of cuts will take less than 4 minutes to
cook perfectly.

